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Correlations induced by quantum statistics are sensitive to the spatiotemporal extent as well as dynamics
of particle-emitting sources in heavy-ion collisions. In addition, such correlations can be used to search for the
presence of a coherent component of pion production. Two- and three-pion correlations of same and mixed charge
are measured at low relative momentum to estimate the coherent fraction of charged pions in Pb-Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the CERN Large Hadron Collider with ALICE. The genuine three-pion quantum statistics
correlation is found to be suppressed relative to the two-pion correlation based on the assumption of fully chaotic
pion emission. The suppression is observed to decrease with triplet momentum. The observed suppression at low
triplet momentum may correspond to a coherent fraction in charged-pion emission of 23% ± 8%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.89.024911 PACS number(s): 25.75.Gz, 05.30.Jp
I. INTRODUCTION
The techniques of intensity interferometry are often used
to extract information of the space-time structure of particle-
emitting sources [1]. For identical boson correlations, quan-
tum statistics (QS) or Bose-Einstein correlations contribute
significantly at low relative momentum. The strength of QS
correlations is known to depend on the degree of chaotic-
ity of particle-emitting sources [2,3]. Identical boson QS
correlations reach their maximum value for fully chaotic
sources (no coherence) and their minimum value for fully
coherent sources. The possibility of coherent pion production
in high-energy heavy-ion collisions has been considered
several times before. In particular, it was proposed that the
interior of the high-energy hadron collisions might form a
Bose-Einstein condensate [4] with an anomalous chiral order
parameter (DCC) [5]. Such a condensate produced in the
interior may survive until some time after the relatively hot
and chaotic expanding shell decouples and hadronizes. The
pion radiation from a condensate is expected to be coherent
and thus suppresses Bose-Einstein correlations. Furthermore,
initial conditions such as the color-glass condensate (CGC) [6],
which invoke the coherent production of partons, might also
lead to condensate formation [7]. In this article we present
two- and three-pion correlations of same and mixed charge
at low relative momentum to estimate the coherent fraction of
charged-pion emission in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV
at the LHC with ALICE.
A number of past experimental efforts have been made
to measure the degree of coherence in high-energy heavy-
ion collisions using three-pion Bose-Einstein correlations:
NA44, WA98, and STAR [8–10]. The methodology used here
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represents an improvement over the past efforts, which we
summarize in Sec. III.
The remainder of this article is organized into six sections.
In Sec. II we describe the data-selection procedure. In Sec. III
we introduce the methodology used in this analysis. In Sec. IV
we describe the treatment of final-state interactions (FSIs).
In Sec. V we describe the treatment of momentum resolution
corrections. In Sec. VII we explain the estimation of systematic
uncertainties. In Sec. VIII we present the results of this
analysis. We conclude with a possible interpretation of the
analysis results in Sec. IX.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
Data were taken from the 2011 Pb-Pb run at √sNN =
2.76 TeV at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with
ALICE [11]. The VZERO detectors [12], located in the
forward and backward regions of the detector, were used to
form a minimum-bias trigger by requiring a simultaneous
signal in both [13]. The charged-particle multiplicity in the
VZERO detectors is used to determine the collision centrality.
Approximately 34 × 106 minimum-bias collisions were used
in this analysis. Particle tracking was performed with two
azimuthally complete detectors: the inner tracking system
(ITS) and the time projection chamber (TPC) [14]. The ITS
consists of six layers of silicon detectors: silicon pixel (layers
1–2), silicon strip (layers 3–4), and silicon drift (layers 5–6)
detectors. The combined number of readout channels for all six
layers is 1.257 × 107. The ITS provides high spatial resolution
to the distance of closest approach (DCA) of a particle to the
primary vertex. However, it was not used for the momentum
determination of particles in this analysis. Cluster sharing
within the ITS was found to cause a slight increase in track
merging, to which this analysis is especially sensitive. The TPC
was used to determine the particle’s momenta and charge via
its radius of curvature in the 0.5-T longitudinal magnetic field.
The TPC is composed of 159 radially aligned pad rows for each
of the 18 azimuthal sectors, totaling 557 568 readout channels.
In addition to the tracking capabilities, the ITS and TPC
provide particle identification capabilities through the specific
ionization energy loss (dE/dx) in the silicon layers and
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TPC gas, respectively. We select charged pions within 2
standard deviations (σ ) of the expected pion dE/dx value.
For momenta greater than 0.6 GeV/c, high pion purity is
maintained with the time-of-flight (TOF) detector. The TOF
covers the full azimuthal range and the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 0.9, except for the region 260◦ < ϕ < 320◦, where no
TOF modules were installed to reduce the material budget in
front of the photon spectrometer. With TOF we select tracks
within 2σ of the expected pion TOF values. Tracks which
are within 2σ of the expected kaon or proton dE/dx or TOF
values are rejected. Below 0.45 GeV/c we further reject pion
candidates if their dE/dx is within 2σ of the expected electron
dE/dx value. The pion-pair purity in this analysis is estimated
to range from 90% to 94% for the highest and lowest pair
momentum, respectively.
To ensure uniform tracking in the ITS, TPC, and TOF we
require the z coordinate of the primary vertex to be within
a distance of 10 cm from the detector center. We analyze
tracks with transverse momenta in the interval 0.16 < pT <
1.0 GeV/c and pseudorapidity |η| < 0.8. To ensure good
momentum resolution, we require a minimum of 70 tracking
points in the TPC.
Track merging and splitting are known issues for same-
charge tracks at very low relative momentum [15]. We
minimize the contribution from merged and split pairs through
three types of pair cuts. First, we simply reject all pairs whose
Lorentz invariant relative momentum, q, is less than 5 MeV/c.
Second, we reject all pairs whose angular separation is less than
0.02 and 0.045 rad in the longitudinal and azimuthal direction,
respectively. The pair angular separation is evaluated at a radial
distance of 1.0 and 1.6 m, where the most pronounced track-
merging and -splitting effects were observed, respectively.
Third, we reject pairs that share more than 5% of pad-row
tracking points [16]. These three cuts are applied to all terms
of the correlation functions (same-event and mixed-event)
introduced in the next section. For three-pion correlations we
apply these three cuts to each of the three pairs in the triplet.
The cuts are only applied to same-charge pairs. Mixed-charge
pairs are easily distinguished in the central barrel magnetic
field as their trajectories are bent away from each other.
III. METHODOLOGY
Two-particle correlation functions are binned in narrow
intervals of the mean pair transverse momentum, kT =
|pT,1 + pT,2|/2, and Lorentz invariant relative momenta, q =√−(p1 − p2)μ(p1 − p2)μ. They are defined as the ratio of the
inclusive two-particle spectrum, N2(p1,p2) over the product
of inclusive single-particle spectra, N1(p1)N1(p2):
C2(p1,p2) = N2(p1,p2)
N1(p1)N1(p2)
. (1)
The numerator of the correlation function is formed by all pairs
of particles from the same event. The denominator is formed
by taking one particle from one event and the second particle
from another event. The same- and mixed-event two-particle
distributions are normalized to each other in the interval
0.15 < q < 0.175 GeV/c, sufficiently above the dominant
region of low relative momentum correlations and sufficiently
narrow to avoid the small influence of background correlations.
Only events within the same centrality class are mixed.
The centrality classes correspond to the top 0%–5% through
45%–50% of the particle multiplicity distribution estimated
with the VZERO detector. Each class has a width of 5%.
The isolation of genuine two-pion correlations is compli-
cated by several additional factors. Namely, the resolvable
threshold of low relative momentum pairs is limited by
track merging and splitting in the ALICE detector. The QS
correlation of long-lived resonance decays is largely localized
below this threshold and is therefore unobservable. This leads
to an apparent decrease of QS correlations and is described
by the λ or “dilution” parameter in this analysis. Given λ,
two-particle correlations can be written as
N2(p1,p2) = N
[(1 − λ)N1(p1)N1(p2)
+ λK2(q)NQS2 (p1,p2)
]
, (2)
C2(q) = N
[(1 − λ) + λK2(q)CQS2 (q)
]
, (3)
where N is a residual normalization taking into account
the small nonfemtoscopic contributions [17,18]. We allow a
different N for same and mixed-charge correlations as the
nonfemtoscopic contributions can be different. K2(q) is the
FSI correlation. NQS2 and C
QS
2 (q) are the genuine two-pion QS
distribution and correlation, respectively. Here, unlike in most
experimental publications on this subject, the λ parameter does
not include effects of partial coherence. Its deviation below
unity can also be attributable to secondary contamination, pion
misidentification, and finite q binning. Same-charge pion QS
correlations excluding coherence can be parametrized by
C
QS,++
2 (q) = 1 + Ew(Rchq)2e−R
2
chq
2
, (4)
Ew(Rchq) = 1 +
∞∑
n=3
κn
n!(√2)n Hn(Rchq), (5)
where Rch are the characteristic radii of the chaotic com-
ponent. Ew(Rchq) is the Edgeworth expansion characterizing
deviations from Gaussian behavior [19]. Hn are the Hermite
polynomials and κn are the Edgeworth coefficients. The first
two relevant Edgeworth coefficients (κ3,κ4) are found to be
sufficient to describe the non-Gaussian features in this analysis.
At the two-pion level we do not include an explicit parametriza-
tion of a possible coherent component owing to the large
uncertainty of non-Gaussian Bose-Einstein correlations. In this
analysis we assume λ of mixed-charge pions is identical to that
of same-charge pions: λ+− = λ±±. This is a valid assumption
at high energies where the secondary contamination from
particles and antiparticles are expected to be equal [20].
Three-particle correlation functions are binned in terms of
the three invariant relative momenta in the triplet: q12, q31, and
q23. The three-particle correlation function is similarly the
ratio of the inclusive three-particle spectrum to the product of
the inclusive single-particle spectra binned in the pair relative
momenta:
C3(p1,p2,p3) = N3(p1,p2,p3)
N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3)
, (6)
Q3 =
√
q212 + q231 + q223. (7)
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The numerator of C3 is formed by all triplets of particles
from the same event. The denominator is formed by taking
each of the three particles from different events. We project
three-particle correlations against the Lorentz invariant Q3.
For three-particle correlations, λ = 1 similarly causes
“feed-up” from pure combinatorial distributions and two-
particle correlations as described in Eq. (8) below. The
derivation of Eq. (8) is shown in the Appendix. In Eq. (8),
N2(pi,pj )N1(pk) terms represent the case where particles i
and j are taken from the same event, while particle k is taken
from a different event and K3 is the three-pion FSI correlation.
Isolation of the three-pion QS correlation is done by solving
Eq. (8) for NQS3 . Using NQS2 and NQS3 one can construct a
cumulant correlation function, c3, in Eq. (9):
N3(p1,p2,p3) = f1N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3) + f2[N2(p1,p2)N1(p3) + N2(p3,p1)N1(p2) + N2(p2,p3)N1(p1)]
+ f3K3(q12,q31,q23)NQS3 (p1,p2,p3), (8)
c3(p1,p2,p3) = 1 +
[
2N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3) − NQS2 (p1,p2)N1(p3) − NQS2 (p3,p1)N1(p2) − NQS2 (p2,p3)N1(p1)
+NQS3 (p1,p2,p3)
]/
N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3). (9)
In Eq. (8), f1, f2, and f3 are derived in the Appendix and are given by (1 − λ1/2)3 + 3λ1/2(1 − λ1/2)2 − 3(1 − λ1/2)(1 − λ),
(1 − λ1/2), λ3/2, respectively.
The quantity in square brackets in Eq. (9) represents a three-pion cumulant which has all two-pion correlations removed.
Therefore, the three-pion cumulant represents the isolation of genuine three-pion QS correlations. All same- and mixed-event
three-particle distributions are normalized to each other in the range where all three pairs satisfy 0.15 < qij < 0.175 GeV/c,
sufficiently above the dominant region of low relative momentum correlations and sufficiently narrow to avoid the small influence
of background correlations.
The novel effects measured with three-particle correlations are isolated with the r3 function [21,22]:
r3(p1,p2,p3) = c3(p1,p2,p3) − 1√[
C
QS
2 (p1,p2) − 1
][
C
QS
2 (p3,p1) − 1
][
C
QS
2 (p2,p3) − 1
] . (10)
The r3 function isolates the phase of three-pion correlations:
r3 = I cos() ≈ I (1 − 2/2) [21]. The intercept of r3, I , is
expected to be 2 in the case of fully chaotic particle-emitting
sources and less than 2 in the case of partially coherent sources.
The leading-order contribution to the phase was shown to be
quadratic in relative momenta,  ≈ aμνqμ12qν23, which leads
to quartic behavior in r3 [21]. The antisymmetric tensor
aμν characterizes space and momentum source asymmetries
related to how the spatial position of maximum pion emission
changes with momentum. There are six nonvanishing indepen-
dent components in aμν . However, owing to limited statistical
precision we project r3 from three-dimensional invariant
relative momenta to one-dimensional Q3. A fit quartic and
quadratic in Q3 is performed,
r3(Q3) = I
(
1 − aQ43
)
, (11)
r3(Q3) = I
(
1 − aQ23
)
, (12)
where I is the intercept of r3 [I = r3(0)], and a is the quartic or
quadratic coefficient. The quadratic fit is motivated by previous
fit attempts by the STAR collaboration [10]. The coherent
fraction (G) can be extracted from the intercept as [21]
I = 2√1 − G 1 + 2G(1 + G)3/2 . (13)
Equation (13) neglects the effect of the charge constraint on
charged coherent states [20,23,24]. In the quantum optics
approach to coherent states [25], charged pions can only be in
coherent states when positive and negative pions pair together
to form a charge neutral state. However, because the charge
constraint affects both numerator and denominator of r3 in the
same direction, its effect on r3 for G < 30% is expected to
increase its intercept by less than 17% [24].
The denominator of r3 is measured using the three-
particle combinatorial distribution and two-particle correlation
strengths. The two-particle correlation strengths are tabulated
from a previous run over the data. They are tabulated in
sufficiently narrow intervals or bins of centrality, kT, and
three-dimensional (3D) relative momentum to allow reliable
interpolation between bins. We bin the two-particle corre-
lations in nine centrality bins (5% wide) and 4 kT bins
in the longitudinally comoving system (LCMS). Forty qout,
qside, and qlong bins (5 MeV/c wide) are chosen. qout is the
projection of the relative momentum along the pair momentum
direction. qlong is the projection along the beamline. qside is then
perpendicular to the other two (azimuthal projection). The four
kT bins are chosen such that they divide the pair distribution
into four equally populated intervals.
A. Methodology improvement
The methodology used here to measure three-pion QS
correlations represents an improvement over the past ef-
forts [8–10], which we highlight here.
(i) In addition to QS correlations, charged pions also
experience a Coulomb repulsion, which reduces the
apparent strength of QS correlations. Corrections for
the three-body Coulomb interactions are damped in
this analysis according to the observed λ parameter.
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Previously, the Coulomb corrections were undamped
and thus overestimated.
(ii) The Coulomb corrections are estimated by integrating
over an assumed freeze-out distribution of pions. We
take into account the effect of resonance decays on
the freeze-out distribution. Previously, a Gaussian
distribution was assumed.
(iii) For the case when λ < 1, the measured three-pion
correlations contain a feed-up from lower-order cor-
relations, which is now removed.
(iv) We apply momentum resolution corrections, which
was not universally done in the past efforts.
(v) We apply corrections for muon contamination which
was not done in the past efforts.
(vi) The isolation of the cumulants is done at the
pair/triplet distribution level instead of at the correla-
tion function level.
(vii) Mixed-charge two- and three-pion correlations are
used to help determine the λ parameter and to monitor
the performance of FSI corrections.
IV. FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS
The treatment of FSIs is crucial for this analysis. In
addition to QS correlations, identical charged pions also
experience FSIs which reduce the apparent strength of QS
correlations. The FSIs of charged pions are dominated by
the Coulomb interaction. The strong interactions, while
small for same-charge pions, are important for mixed-charge
pions. Coulomb and strong FSI corrections are included
in this analysis for both two- and three-particle same- and
mixed-charge correlations. The wave functions for two-pion
Coulomb and strong FSIs are known to high precision [26].
Two-pion FSIs are calculated by averaging the modulus square
of the two-pion FSI wave functions over an assumed freeze-out
particle-emitting source distribution. This is then divided by
the corresponding average of plane-wave functions to isolate
the pure FSIs. For same-charge pions, the wave functions are
symmetrized. Typically, the source distribution is taken to be
a spherical Gaussian with a radius matching what is found in
the data. Here, we use a more sophisticated approach. All FSIs
are calculated directly within THERMINATOR 2 events [27,28].
The pair relative separation at freeze-out in the pair-rest
frame, r∗, as well as the space-momentum correlations
included in the model are used. THERMINATOR includes all of
the known resonance decays. Pions from resonance decays
add non-Gaussian features to the freeze-out distribution.
Furthermore, they increase the mean value of r∗, which in turn
reduces the strength of FSI correlations. The same centrality
class and kT range from the data are used to calculate the
FSIs. The freeze-out hypersurfaces in THERMINATOR were
calculated within 3D viscous hydrodynamics with an initial
and final temperature of 512 and 140 MeV, respectively. The
starting time for hydrodynamics was 0.6 fm/c.
Three-body FSI wave functions are not known for all re-
gions of phase-space. However, all asymptotic wave functions
are known [29]. In particular, the wave-function corresponding
to the phase-space region where all three interparticle spacings
are large, 	0, is given by the product of the three two-body
wave functions. It has been shown that the 	0 wave function
is a justified approximation also in the case where the triplet
kinetic energy in the triplet rest frame is sufficiently large [30].
It is estimated that triplet energies exceeding ∼7 MeV for 6-fm
sources justify the use of the 	0 wave function. The minimum
triplet energy considered in this analysis is
√
3 × 5 ≈ 8.7 MeV
when all three pair q’s are at their minimum allowed value of
5 MeV/c.
For the case of same-charge pion FSIs with the 	0 wave
function, the modulus square of the fully symmetrized FSI
wave-function is averaged in THERMINATOR events. This is then
divided by the corresponding average of fully symmetrized
plane waves. The full symmetrization assumes fully chaotic
emission. For the case of mixed-charge FSIs, only the same-
charge pairs are symmetrized. All K factors in this analysis
are averaged over the THERMINATOR freeze-out distribution for
pairs satisfying r∗ < 80 fm. For the K3 calculation, all three
pairs must satisfy this requirement.
All three-pion correlations in this analysis are binned in 3D
corresponding to the three pair invariant relative momenta:
q12, q23, q31. The three-pion FSI correlations are likewise
calculated in 3D for the integrated kT range.
Another more commonly used approach to treat three-body
FSIs is the Riverside approach [31] for which the three-body
FSI correlation, K3, is given by the triple product of Gamov
factors (K3 = G12G23G31). In the generalized version of
this approach, “generalized Riverside” (GRS), each two-body
factor is averaged over the assumed source distribution (K3 =
K122 K
23
2 K
31
2 ) [9,10]. In Fig. 1 we compare our calculations
of three-body FSI correlations using the 	0 wave function
and GRS approach within THERMINATOR events. We observe
similar FSI correlations with both methods.
V. MOMENTUM RESOLUTION
Finite momentum resolution in the ALICE detector gener-
ally causes a smearing of the correlation function. We estimate
its effect on the correlation functions by assigning a weight
to each pair or triplet in HIJING [32] based on the measured
correlation strength in real data. The same weight is applied
to two versions of each Nn (n = 1,2,3) histogram. The first is
filled with the nonsmeared ideal q from HIJING. The second is
filled with the smeared q after the tracks have been propagated
through the simulation of the ALICE detector response. The
ratio of the first to the second histogram forms the correction
factor for the Nn distributions.
The momentum resolution corrections are found to be
largest at low q(Q3), where they increase the raw correlation
function by less than 5% (8%) for two-pion (three-pion)
correlations. We also observe that the correction factors
do not change significantly with kT. After the momentum
resolution corrections are applied, we verified that the observed
correlation strength and shape matches the assumed values
used as a weight in HIJING.
VI. MUON CONTAMINATION
The pion-pair purity is estimated to be about 93% in
HIJING with the simulated ALICE detector response. The
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Comparison of same- and mixed-charge
three-pion FSI correlations. 	0 wave function and generalized
Riverside (GRS) method are shown. The calculation was performed
in THERMINATOR (0%–5%). The bottom panel shows the difference
between the two methods, 
K3 = K3(	0) − K3(GRS), divided by
K3(	0) − 1.
leading order misidentified pair is the muon pion combination.
The rest of the misidentified combinations taken together
contribute less than 1% to the total pairs. We estimate that
about 93% of the muons contaminating our sample originate
from primary-pion decays. The primary parent pion is expected
to interact with the other primary pions via QS + FSI. We
therefore expect that the muon pion pairs contaminating our
sample will contain a residual pion pion correlation. For the
three-pion case the muon pion pion combination dominants
the misidentified triplets. We form a correction factor for all
two-pion (three-pion) terms by assigning a QS + FSI weight
to the parent pions in the pair (triplet) which subsequently
decayed into muons. A smeared correlation is obtained when
the assigned correlation is binned in relative momentum using
the muon momentum. The ratio of the assigned correlation
to the smeared correlation forms our correction factor. The
correction is applied to same and mixed-charge correlations
and is found to increase λ by about 5% while having
a negligible effect on the extracted radii. The correction
increases the two-pion correlation by about 1.5% at low q
and rapidly decreases for larger q. The correction increases
the three-pion correlation by about 3% at low Q3 and by about
1% for high Q3.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The dominant systematic uncertainty in this analysis
pertains to the unknown spatiotemporal pion distribution at
freeze-out on which the fitting of the correlation functions
and FSI calculations depends. Typically, a Gaussian profile is
assumed in most femtoscopic analyses. However, the known
resonances taken all together will generally give rise to
non-Gaussian features in the freeze-out distribution.
The systematic uncertainty of the freeze-out distribution is
twofold in this analysis. First, it creates an uncertainty in the
wave-function integration for the FSI calculation. However,
the q dependence of FSI correlations is largely invariant to
reasonable variations of the assumed freeze-out distribution
and radius. A possible mismatch of the freeze-out distribution
and radius in THERMINATOR as compared to the data is largely
absorbed by the λ parameter of the global fits to same- and
mixed-charge two-pion correlations presented in the Results
section. We assign a 2% uncertainty on the two-pion FSI
correlations based on the maximum observed difference be-
tween FSIs calculated in THERMINATOR and Gaussian particle-
emitting source profiles after “rescaling” by an effective λ
parameter. We also assign a 2% uncertainty on the r∗-
dependent part of the FSI wave functions [26]. Second, the
freeze-out distribution uncertainty creates an uncertainty in the
fitting of the same-charge correlation functions. A convenient
account of sufficiently small deviations from Gaussian behav-
ior in the QS correlation functions can be obtained through an
Edgeworth expansion [19]. Deviations from Gaussian behav-
ior are also expected from a finite coherent component [20].
Non-Gaussian features in the QS correlation functions can
also occur in more trivial ways. Spherical Gaussian freeze-out
distributions create Gaussian QS correlation functions as a
function of q. Non-Gaussian features in 1D correlation func-
tions can arise simply from nonequal 3D radii in the LCMS
frame. However, we note that Rout ≈ Rside and Rlong is only
∼20% larger than Rout and Rside [15]. Also, kT and centrality
bins whose widths are not sufficiently narrow will create a
mix of different radii and therefore will not be described by a
single Gaussian function. However, our chosen centrality bin
width (5%) and kT bin width (100 MeV/c for two-particle
correlations) are sufficiently narrow to mostly avoid this
feature given the known kT dependencies of the radii [15].
More non-Gaussian features are expected for our three-particle
correlations as the kT bin is much wider (1 GeV/c).
The momentum resolution of low-momentum particles
(pT < 1 GeV/c) is dominated by multiple scatterings within
the ALICE detector. The ALICE material budget uncertainty
is conservatively estimated to be ±10%. Our studies suggest a
near one-to-one correspondence of the material budget uncer-
tainty with the momentum resolution uncertainty. We apply a
10% uncertainty on all the momentum resolution corrections.
For r3 the momentum resolution correction uncertainty is
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found to be 1%. It is not the dominant uncertainty because both
numerator and denominator are affected in the same direction.
We study the uncertainties associated with tracking in
the ALICE detector in several ways. We study the effect of
different magnetic-field orientations in the TPC. The pion
particle identification (PID) cuts are tightened by 10%. The
angular separation cuts for same-charge pairs are increased by
50%. Positive pions are compared to negative pions. All the
uncertainties in this category except for PID were found to
be negligible. A 0.3% and 1% systematic uncertainty owing
to PID were assigned for three-pion correlation functions and
r3, respectively.
Concerning r3, additional systematics are included. Imper-
fect isolation of the three-pion QS cumulant (FSI corrected) is
the dominant uncertainty for r3 which mostly affects the larger
values of Q3 where the cumulant is smallest. The chosen λ
parameter (λ = 0.7) used in extracting the QS correlations
in both the numerator and the denominator, while largely
canceling in the ratio, is varied by 0.1. Mixed-charge three-
pion cumulant correlations (c±±∓3 ) reveal a slight residual
correlation of about 1.005 for all centralities. The residual
cumulant correlation in the mixed-charge channel is used as a
systematic uncertainty in the same-charge channel. Also, small
variations of the powers m and n in Eq. (8) which brought c±±∓3
closer to unity resulted in similar systematic variations for r3.
This procedure is valid if the true FSI-corrected mixed-charge
cumulant correlation is expected to be near unity.
The GRS approach to Coulomb corrections is found to
give a better description of the mixed-charge correlations than
the 	0 wave function. For this reason we choose the GRS
approach as our principal method and use the 	0 wave function
as a systematic variation for all three-pion correlations.
Finally, nonfemtoscopic background correlations associated
with minijets [33], while negligible for the highest multiplicity
collisions, create a small uncertainty in the extraction of two-
pion QS correlation strengths. A linear fit to the background
is made in the interval 0.2 < q < 0.4 GeV/c and extrapolated
into the femtoscopic region, q < 0.15 GeV/c. The correction
only has a non-negligible effect on r3 for large Q3 and above
∼40% centrality.
VIII. RESULTS
A. Two pions
We first present the two-pion correlation functions.
Figures 2 and 3 show the same- and mixed-charge correlation
functions versus q in 6 kT bins for 0%–5% and 45%–50% cen-
trality, respectively. Global fits for same and mixed-charge cor-
relations are performed for each kT bin separately. Two types of
global fits are shown. The dotted lines correspond to Gaussian
fits (Ew = 1), while the solid lines correspond to non-Gaussian
fits with Edgeworth coefficients (Ew = 1). Our strict pair cuts
cause a lack of data for same-charge correlations at low q at
high kT, where a larger fraction of the pairs moves collinearly
and thus is more susceptible to track merging and splitting.
Concerning the purely Gaussian fits in Figs. 2 and 3, the
average χ2 per degree of freedom (NDF) is 39. It is clear that
a spherical Gaussian fully chaotic source can be ruled out. The
global fits underestimate mixed-charge correlations for each
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FIG. 2. (Color online) C2 for same-charge (solid red circles) and
mixed-charge pions (open blue squares) for 0%–5% centrality. The
global fits with dotted lines correspond to Gaussian same-charge fits
(Ew = 1). The global fits with solid lines correspond to non-Gaussian
fits with Edgeworth coefficients (Ew = 1). Shaded boxes represent
the momentum resolution correction uncertainty. FSI uncertainties
are smaller than the symbol sizes.
kT and centrality bin. The fits indicate the possibility of sig-
nificant non-Gaussian features in the same-charge correlation
functions and/or the possibility of two separate suppression
parameters. An individual fit to mixed-charge correlations
suggests λ ∼ 0.7. An individual fit to same-charge correlations
with a Gaussian function suggests λ ∼ 0.4.
Concerning the Edgeworth fits in Figs. 2 and 3, the
average χ2/NDF is 1.5. Same- and mixed-charge correla-
tions are simultaneously well described with an Edgeworth
fit. A common λ parameter is now able to describe both
same- and mixed-charge correlations. This may demonstrate
the significance of non-Gaussian same-charge correlations
and/or the presence of a coherent component.
Fits including coherence with and without the charge
constraint were also attempted. The charge constraint on
coherent states in the quantum optics [25] approach leads to
a slight modification of both same-charge and mixed-charge
correlations [20]. It leads to a slight decrease of the suppression
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FIG. 3. (Color online) C2 for same-charge (solid red circles) and
mixed-charge pions (open blue squares) for 45%–50% centrality.
Same details as for Fig. 2.
of same-charge correlations ( 15G2) and also an enhancement
of mixed-charge correlations ( 15G2) [20]. Coherence may also
explain the observation of separate suppression parameters as
it only suppresses same-charge correlations. However, given
the uncertainty of non-Gaussian same-charge correlations,
we find that two-pion correlations alone are inconclusive in
determining the presence of coherence.
The λ and radii fit parameters for both global fit types are
shown in Fig. 4. The Edgeworth coefficients from ALICE
data are shown in Table I. The corresponding Edgeworth
coefficients from THERMINATOR are shown in Table II. The
Edgeworth coefficients presented in Tables I and II quantify
the non-Gaussian structure of the same-charge correlation
functions. They may also be influenced by a coherent com-
ponent. The comparison of Table I to Table II demonstrates
a discrepancy in the shape of QS correlations between
THERMINATOR and ALICE data.
The values for the overall normalization, N , are typically
within 0.005 from unity. We observe that λ ∼ 0.7 and is largely
kT independent for the Edgeworth fits. The pion-pair purity
and the primary-pair purity in this analysis are estimated to
be about 93% and 84%, respectively. The correction for muon
λ
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fit parameters versus kT for Gaussian and
Edgeworth global fits in Figs. 2 and 3. (Top) λ values. (Bottom) Rch
values. Shaded bands represent systematic uncertainties.
contamination accounts for pion misidentification. We there-
fore expectλ < 0.84. The Gaussian radii are larger than what is
typically reported [15] owing to the global fit procedure which
incorporates mixed-charge correlations to better constrain the
λ parameter. The Edgeworth radii for the chaotic component
are observed to be larger than the purely Gaussian radii by
∼10%. We note that it has also been shown that the presence of
a finite coherent component can influence the width (∝1/Rch)
of same-charge correlations [2,3,20]. In particular, for the
TABLE I. κ3 and κ4 Edgeworth coefficients from ALICE data
corresponding to global fits in Figs. 2 and 3. kT1 and kT6 represent
our lowest and highest kT intervals, respectively.
kT1 kT2 kT3 kT4 kT5 kT6
κ3
0%–5% 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.1 0.094
45%–50% 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.24
κ4
0%–5% 0.29 0.33 0.37 0.38 0.43 0.46
45%–50% 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.31
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TABLE II. κ3 and κ4 Edgeworth coefficients from THERMINATOR.
kT1 and kT6 represent our lowest and highest kT intervals, respectively.
kT1 kT2 kT3 kT4 kT5 kT6
κ3
0%–5% 0.18 0.22 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.4
45%–50% 0.25 0.27 0.3 0.34 0.36 0.42
κ4
0%–5% 0.076 0.12 0.17 0.18 0.22 0.23
45%–50% 0.034 0.061 0.081 0.085 0.11 0.084
case when the radius of a coherent component is smaller
than the chaotic component, same-charge correlations appear
broader than expected by the chaotic component alone. This
can incorrectly give the impression of a smaller chaotic source.
This may also arise from a momentum dependence of a
coherent component (not considered in our fits). For all cases,
we observe Rch to decrease with increasing kT.
A comparison of the kT evolution of same- and mixed-
charge correlations in Figs. 2 and 3 reveals that same-charge
correlations change rapidly with increasing kT while mixed-
charge correlations change very little. The widening of same-
charge correlations with increasing kT is potentially caused
by radial flow [34,35]. In an expanding source, pairs with
large kT are preferentially formed from particles within the
same space-time interval. Thus, larger values of kT measure
smaller lengths of homogeneity. In QS correlations, this will
demonstrate itself as a widening of the correlation function
with increasing kT.
Similarly, mixed-charge pairs of larger kT may also mea-
sure smaller lengths of homogeneity owing to radial flow.
Mixed-charge correlation strengths may therefore increase
with increasing kT because FSI correlations are larger for
smaller sources. In Fig. 5 we present mixed-charge correlations
in the form of a ratio, C+−2 (kT6)/C+−2 (kT1), where kT6
and kT1 represent our highest (sixth) and lowest (first) kT
bins, respectively. Comparing the ALICE data to the diluted
THERMINATOR calculation in Fig. 5, it is clear that the observed
mixed-charge correlations evolve less rapidly in real data
as compared to the THERMINATOR expectation. This may
be caused by a discrepancy of λ or the freeze-out size in
THERMINATOR as compared to the data. To distinguish between
them, we also compare the ALICE data to the undiluted
THERMINATOR calculation in Fig. 5, where only “interacting”
pairs with r∗ < 80 fm are used. Such a procedure can help
remove the effect of the λ parameter from the comparison. The
kT evolution of mixed-charge correlations is better described
with the undiluted THERMINATOR expectation, which indicates
a discrepancy of the kT evolution of the λ parameter in
THERMINATOR as compared to the data.
B. Three pions
We now present the three-pion same- and mixed-charge
correlation functions in two KT,3 = |pT,1 + pT,2 + pT,3|/3
bins. Two KT,3 intervals were chosen such that they divide
the number of triplets into two roughly equal halves. The
same-charge three-pion correlations in six centrality bins and
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Ratio C+−2 (kT6)/C+−2 (kT1), comparing
mixed-charge correlations between the highest (sixth) and lowest
(first) kT bins. Open circles represent the THERMINATOR comparison
using all pion pairs (diluted). Open squares represent the THERMINA-
TOR calculation only using pion pairs with r∗ < 80 fm (undiluted).
Error bars include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
two KT,3 bins are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Also shown are
the cumulant correlation functions, c3, for which the two-pion
correlations and FSIs are removed. The dilution of correlations
caused by λ < 1 is also removed when we consider c3.
Extraction of the cumulant correlation function, c3, requires
an assumption on the λ parameter. We use the λ parameter
obtained from two-pion global fits excluding coherence and
incorporating an Edgeworth expansion to the full kT range
(0 < kT < 1.0). From central to peripheral collisions, λ ranges
from 0.65 to 0.70. In Figs. 6 and 7 we observe that the raw
same-charge three-pion correlations are suppressed far below
the expected value for fully chaotic emission [C±±±3 (Q3 =
0) < 6] as was similarly seen for C±±2 . The same-charge
cumulant correlation also appears to be suppressed below its
maximum [c3(Q3 = 0) < 3] although a reliable extrapolation
to Q3 = 0 is needed to be sure.
The mixed-charge three-pion correlations and cumulant
correlations in six centrality bins and two KT,3 bins are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. For mixed-charge correlations, c±±∓3
is expected to be equal to unity in the presence of only
QS and FSIs. The construction of the cumulant correlation
function removes FSI effects and the dilution when λ < 1.
The mixed-charge cumulant correlation is largely consistent
with unity for both KT,3 bins although the positive residue
for the highest KT,3 bin is about 2 times larger than for
the lowest bin. This demonstrates the validity of asymptotic
three-body FSI wave functions for Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC
for Q3 > 10 MeV/c. We note that it may also be possible for
a residue to exist for c±±∓3 with charge-constrained coherent
states [20]. The cumulant correlation functions in Figs. 8
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Same-charge C3 (solid red circles) for
each centrality bin for 0.16 < KT,3 < 0.3 GeV/c. Open points
represent the corresponding cumulant correlation functions, c3.
Shaded bands represent systematic uncertainties.
and 9 suggest a residual correlation less than about 1.005.
The removal of FSI effects is crucial for the interpretation
of the intercept of r3. The successful removal of FSI effects in
the mixed-charge three-pion system is demonstrated with the
cumulant correlation function in Figs. 8 and 9.
The three-pion QS cumulant is compared to the two-pion
QS cumulant with r3. Unlike fits at the two-particle level
alone, the intercept of r3 is more robust to non-Gaussian QS
correlations. By construction, r3(Q3 = 0) = 2.0 in the absence
of coherence regardless of the shape of QS correlations [21]. To
leading order, the relative momentum dependence of r3 was
shown to be quartic in the full 6D approach [21]. However,
owing to limited statistical precision we project r3 onto
1D Q3.
We now present r3 versus Q3 in Figs. 10 and 11 in six
centrality bins and two KT,3 bins. The data are fit with a
quartic and quadratic fit as shown by Eqs. (11) and (12). The
systematic uncertainties at large Q3 are typically larger than
50%, while at low Q3 they are much smaller. At low Q3, one
notices that r3 is further below the chaotic limit (2.0) in Fig. 10
than in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Same-charge C3 (solid red circles) for
each centrality bin for 0.3 < KT,3 < 1.0 GeV/c. Same details as
for Fig. 6.
The largest systematic uncertainty in Figs. 10 and 11 is
attributable to the residual correlation of c±±∓3 . The systematic
uncertainties are larger for the higher KT,3 bin owing to a
larger residual correlation of c±±∓3 . The dashed black lines in
Figs. 10 and 11 represent the systematic uncertainty owing to
FSI corrections. It is estimated by the difference in 	0 and
GRS FSI calculations as was illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 12
compares the effect of both FSI corrections on r3 and c±±∓3 .
From the top panel of Fig. 12 we see that the 	0 FSI
correction procedure yields an intercept closer to the chaotic
limit than the GRS procedure. However, from the bottom
panel of Fig. 12 we see that a large unexplained residual
spike remains with the 	0 FSI correction procedure. For this
reason the GRS procedure was chosen as our standard. We
have also investigated other source profile integrations where
one obtains larger FSI correlations. Such variations, which
bring the intercept of r3 to the chaotic limit, simultaneously
cause a large overcorrection of the mixed-charge three-pion
cumulant, c±±∓3 (Q3 ∼ 0) ∼ 0.96.
In Fig. 13 we show r3 with two different assumptions on
the λ parameter. The default value of 0.7 is compared to 0.6
in Fig. 13. The default value was motivated by Edgeworth fits
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Mixed-charge C3 (solid blue squares) for
each centrality bin for 0.16 < KT,3 < 0.3 GeV/c. Open squares
represent the corresponding cumulant correlation functions, c3.
Shaded bands represent systematic uncertainties.
at the two-pion level as was shown in Fig. 4. The effect of
the chosen λ parameter only has non-negligible effect at large
Q3 and in central collisions where the cumulant correlation is
small, c±±±3 ∼ 1.0.
We see that the Q3 dependence of r3 is largely uncertain for
the more central collisions. This is caused by the uncertainty
in isolating the three-pion QS cumulant when the cumulant
correlation itself is small, c±±±3 ∼ 1.0. A quartic [Eq. (11)]
and quadratic [Eq. (12)] fit are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 and
are summarized in Tables III and IV, respectively.
Given the large uncertainties at large Q3, r3 does not change
significantly with centrality and is equally well described by
quartic and quadratic fits. The centrality averaged fit values
are also given in Tables III and IV.
From the intercepts of r3 at Q3 = 0 presented in Tables III
and IV, the corresponding coherent fractions (G) may be
extracted using Eq. (13). For low KT,3, the centrality averaged
intercepts (0%–50%) of r3 may correspond to coherent frac-
tions of 28% ± 3% and 24% ± 9% for quartic and quadratic
intercepts, respectively. For high KT,3, the corresponding
coherent fractions are consistent with zero for both quartic and
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Mixed-charge C3 (solid blue squares) for
each centrality bin for 0.3 < KT,3 < 1.0 GeV/c. Same details as for
Fig. 8.
TABLE III. Quartic r3 fit parameters from Figs. 10 and 11.
The centrality averaged values are also shown. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are shown. Low KT,3 refers to 0.16 < KT,3 <
0.3 GeV/c. High KT,3 refers to 0.3 < KT,3 < 1.0 GeV/c.
I ± stat ± syst a × 103 (GeV/c)−4
Low KT,3
0%–5% 1.84 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 3.0 ± 0.6 ± 16.4
5%–10% 1.85 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 3.4 ± 0.7 ± 13.0
10%–20% 1.84 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.9 ± 8.1
20%–30% 1.86 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 4.6 ± 1.0 ± 3.7
30%–40% 1.82 ± 0.04 ± 0.03 2.7 ± 1.3 ± 2.8
40%–50% 1.77 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 4.8 ± 1.6 ± 1.1
0%–50% 1.83 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 3.5 ± 0.4 ± 7.5
High KT,3
0%–5% 1.95 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.7 ± 10.1
5%–10% 1.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 −1.8 ± 0.8 ± 8.4
10%–20% 2.06 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 2.3 ± 1.1 ± 5.7
20%–30% 2.01 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 0.0 ± 1.3 ± 3.0
30%–40% 2.04 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 −0.2 ± 1.8 ± 3.0
40%–50% 2.04 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 −2.6 ± 2.4 ± 1.4
0%–50% 2.00 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 −0.3 ± 0.6 ± 5.3
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FIG. 10. (Color online) r3 versus Q3 in six centrality bins for
0.16 < KT,3 < 0.3 GeV/c. r3 was measured in 5% centrality widths
and averaged over the total bin width. The blue solid line is a
quartic fit [Eq. (11)] and the dashed black line is a quadratic fit
[Eq. (12)]. The chaotic upper limit [r3(Q3) = 2] is shown with the
dashed red line. The shaded gray band represents the systematics
owing to PID and momentum resolution. The shaded red band
represents the uncertainties owing to the choice of λ and the residue of
the mixed-charge cumulant correlations. The dashed line represents
uncertainties on the FSI corrections.
quadratic fits. Given the systematic uncertainties at large Q3,
both quartic and quadratic fits provide a good description of
r3. We estimate the average coherent fraction at low KT,3 using
both quartic and quadratic fits as well as their uncertainties as
(Gquartic + δGquartic + Gquadratic − δGquadratic)/2. The average
coherent fraction at low KT,3 is estimated to be 23% ± 8%.
As a sanity check, we also reconstructed r3 in HIJING
including the simulated response of the ALICE detector. HIJING
does not contain QS nor FSIs. We used a known symmetric
and fully chaotic QS + FSI correlation as a pair/triplet fill
weight. The same code developed for this analysis was used
in this procedure. The reconstructed r3 for both KT,3 bins was
consistent with the chaotic limit for all Q3.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) r3 versus Q3 in six centrality bins for
0.3 < KT,3 < 1.0 GeV/c. Same details as in Fig. 10.
TABLE IV. Quadratic r3 fit parameters from Figs. 10 and 11.
The centrality averaged values are also shown. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are shown. Low KT,3 refers to 0.16 < KT,3 <
0.3 GeV/c. High KT,3 refers to 0.3 < KT,3 < 1.0 GeV/c.
I ± stat ± syst a × 101 (GeV/c)−2
Low KT,3
0%–5% 1.85 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 0.9 ± 0.3 ± 6.7
5%–10% 1.87 ± 0.02 ± 0.12 1.6 ± 0.4 ± 5.8
10%–20% 1.86 ± 0.03 ± 0.09 1.2 ± 0.5 ± 4.1
20%–30% 1.91 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 2.5 ± 0.6 ± 1.9
30%–40% 1.86 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.8 ± 1.7
40%–50% 1.85 ± 0.08 ± 0.01 3.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.7
0%–50% 1.87 ± 0.02 ± 0.07 1.8 ± 0.3 ± 3.5
High KT,3
0%–5% 1.95 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 0.4 ± 0.5 ± 4.8
5%–10% 1.92 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 −0.8 ± 0.5 ± 4.4
10%–20% 2.11 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 2.0 ± 0.7 ± 3.5
20%–30% 2.01 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 0.1 ± 0.9 ± 1.9
30%–40% 2.08 ± 0.09 ± 0.13 0.6 ± 1.3 ± 2.4
40%–50% 1.97 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 −2.2 ± 1.9 ± 1.1
0%–50% 2.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.08 0.0 ± 0.5 ± 3.0
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FIG. 12. (Color online) In the top panel, r3 versus Q3 is shown
with GRS and 	0 FSI corrections. In the bottom panel, c±±∓3
versus Q3 is shown with both FSI corrections. The centrality and
KT,3 interval is 5%–10% centrality and 0.16 < KT,3 < 0.3 GeV/c,
respectively. Only statistical errors are shown for clarity.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Two- and three-pion quantum statistical correlations in
Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV have been presented.
Same-charge as well as mixed-charge combinations were
shown for both two- and three-pion correlations. While same-
charge correlations uniquely display the effect of quantum
interference, mixed-charge correlations provide an important
constraint on the λ parameter and FSI corrections in this
analysis.
At the two-pion level, we find that while same-charge
correlations change rapidly with kT, mixed-charge correlations
change very little. A comparison of mixed-charge correlations
to THERMINATOR suggests that the λ parameter changes
very little with kT. Global fits to same- and mixed-charge
correlations at the two-pion level alone are inconclusive in
determining the presence of coherence owing to the unknown
non-Gaussian features of the same-charge correlation function.
Three-pion mixed-charge correlations are very well de-
scribed by the combination of QS and FSI correlations. While
the mixed-charge three-pion cumulant correlation is largely
)c (GeV/
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FIG. 13. (Color online) r3 versus Q3 is shown with two different
assumptions on the λ parameter for 5%–10% centrality and for
0.16 < KT,3 < 0.3 GeV/c. Only statistical errors are shown for
clarity.
consistent with unity, the same-charge three-pion cumulant
shows a significant QS correlation.
The comparison of the three-pion cumulant to the two-pion
cumulant is measured with r3. Unlike fits at the two-pion
level alone, the intercept of r3 is more robust to non-Gaussian
Bose-Einstein correlations. We find a clear suppression of r3
below the chaotic limit for low KT,3 while being much more
consistent with the chaotic limit for high KT,3. Incomplete
FSI removal, momentum resolution correction, and pion
misidentification can also cause an apparent suppression of
r3. However, the KT,3 dependencies of the r3 intercepts go
in the opposite direction than would be expected from such
effects .
Given the large uncertainties at large Q3, r3 does not change
significantly with centrality. For low triplet momentum, the
centrality averaged intercepts of r3 may correspond to a
coherent fraction of 23% ± 8%. For high triplet momentum the
intercepts of r3 yield a coherent fraction consistent with zero.
The suppression of three-pion as compared to two-pion
Bose-Einstein correlations as measured by r3 seems to suggest
a finite coherent component to pion production in heavy-ion
collisions. It is significant at low triplet momentum while
vanishing for high triplet momentum. This observation is
qualitatively consistent with the formation of a Bose-Einstein
condensate which is expected to radiate coherently at low
momentum. More experimental and theoretical work is needed
to rule out alternative explanations. Other measurements
such as the single-pion spectra should provide additional
information on this subject. We also note that the ALICE
single-pion spectra indicate a small excess of pion production
as compared to several hydrodynamic calculations for pT <
0.4 GeV/c [36]. The mean pT of pions for low Q3 in our
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lowest and highest KT,3 bin is about 0.24 and 0.38 GeV/c,
respectively. The excess in the single-pion spectra may be
related to the coherent fractions extracted in this analysis.
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APPENDIX: RELATION OF N3 TO NQS3
The measurement of the true three-pion correlation is more
involved when the “dilution” parameter, λ, is less than unity.
In the core/halo picture [37], the effective intercept parameter
is given by λ∗ which represents the fraction of pairs interacting
at low relative momentum via QS + FSIs above the resolvable
threshold qmin. Here, λ includes the additional dilution caused
by secondary contamination and pion mis-identification. The
probability of choosing N particles from the interacting core
is λN/2. In general, λ is less than unity. This means that despite
measuring three pions from the same event, there will be a
fraction of triplets which do not represent a true three-particle
interaction. These feed-up contributions must be removed. In
general, the measured three-particle distribution will take on
the form
N3(p1,p2,p3)
= f ′1N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3) + f ′2
[
N true2 (p1,p2)N1(p3)
+N true2 (p3,p1)N1(p2) + N true2 (p2,p3)N1(p1)
]
+ f ′3N true3 (p1,p2,p3), (A1)
where f ′1,f ′2,f ′3 represent the fraction of triplets for which
none interact, two interact, and all three interact, respectively.
The probability that all three are from the noninteracting halo
is then (1 − λ1/2)3. The probability that only one is from the
interacting core is 3λ1/2(1 − λ1/2)2. Therefore,
f ′1 = (1 − λ1/2)3 + 3λ1/2(1 − λ1/2)2. (A2)
The probability that two are from the interacting core is
λ(1 − λ1/2). Therefore,
f ′2 = λ(1 − λ1/2). (A3)
Finally, the probability that all three are from the interacting
core is λ3/2. Therefore,
f ′3 = λ3/2. (A4)
Now we can write the equation expressing the triplet distribu-
tion in terms of the true distributions:
N3(p1,p2,p3)
= [(1 − λ1/2)3 + 3λ1/2(1 − λ1/2)2]N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3)
+ λ(1 − λ1/2)[N true2 (p1,p2)N1(p3)
+N true2 (p3,p1)N1(p2) + N true2 (p2,p3)N1(p1)
]
+ λ3/2N true3 (p1,p2,p3). (A5)
N true2 is related to the measured N2 through Eq. (2) withN = 1. Finally, we assume a factorization of the three-pion
FSI correlation, K3, from the QS correlation. We can now
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form a relation between the QS three-pion distribution and the
measured distributions:
N3(p1,p2,p3) = [(1 − λ1/2)3 + 3λ1/2(1 − λ1/2)2
− 3(1 − λ1/2)(1 − λ)]N1(p1)N1(p2)N1(p3)
+ (1 − λ1/2)[N2(p1,p2)N1(p3)
+N2(p3,p1)N1(p2) + N2(p2,p3)N1(p1)]
+ λ3/2K3NQS3 (p1,p2,p3). (A6)
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